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ABSTRACT. The paper deals with the issue of managing
structural funds in Zlínský and Trenčiansky Regions on the
Czech-Slovakian border with the focus on success of
targeting funds to local entrepreneurs, especially small and
medium ones. An expansive dataset was used to evaluate
the process and to compare it with relative advancement
of the regions in terms of their economic and social
development as described by the development index
created by the authors and based on the regional policy of
Zlínský Region. The results brought forward in this paper
are somewhat ambiguous in terms of usefulness of
European funding at the most disadvantaged regions,
especially Trenčiansky. On the other hand, Zlínský Region,
being more successful in supporting the disadvantaged
areas, is still slightly less efficient in supporting smaller
organizational forms of entrepreneurship. The differences
between these two regions are growing even further due to
significantly different amount of funds available to them.
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Introduction
The Structural Funds programming period of 2007-2013 presented an enormous chance
for entrepreneurs in the new member countries to acquire finance from a variety of schemes
funded by the European Union and its member states . In this paper the authors focus on
entrepreneurs’ ability to successfully manage European Union Cohesion Policy projects in two
border regions of Czech and Slovak Republic – Zlínský and Trenčiansky Regions, respectively.
The focus is on the Convergence objective as both of these regions were below 75% of the
Union average in terms of GDP per capita characteristic in the previous and the current
programming periods of the Cohesion Policy. The other focal point of this paper stems from the
fact that the two mentioned administrative units together form the Euroregion under the name
Bíle-Biele Karpaty (White Carpathians) and its Joint Programme Document as of 2006 showed
the lack of entrepreneurial support as one of the key weaknesses of the region (Región Biele
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Karpaty, 2006). The Cohesion Policy therefore presents a unique means of rectifying this
situation by means of direct supportf for entrepreneurial projects in both regions.
The first part of the paper reflects on theoretical knowledge about entrepreneurial
support in the European Union in general, followed by the overview of schemes available for
Czech and Slovak Republic under the Cohesion Policy. Theoretical part is followed by the
methodology in which notes are made on the availability and use of data for the paper and the
methods employed for its processing. The third part introduces the results obtained in the
researched areas separately, then in comparison of opportunities and how local entrepreneurs
seized them to their advantage in both regions. The results part is followed by concluding
remarks on both regions.
1. Entrepreneurship and its support in the European Union
The Cohesion Policy is often presented as a key policy of the European Union in
terms of regional development. Since its inception in its present form in late 1980s it has
certainly gained in available funds and therefore both in importance and political focus. Its
main objective has long been reducing the disparities among the Union regions. This goal,
however, is often discussed in terms of perceived efficiency. Leonardi (2006) notes it is
difficult to separate the influence of the Cohesion Policy from influence of other factors.
Some studies though present Cohesion Policy interventions positively as a successful tool for
reduction of regional disparities (Esposti & Bussoletti, 2008; Kyriacou & Roca-Sagalés,
2012; Ramajo, Márquez, Hewings, & Salinas, 2008; Sosvilla-Rivero, Bajo-Rubio, & DíazRoldán, 2006). The opposite side is represented by authors whose studies show lack of
convergence among the European regions such as Cuadrado-Roura (2001), López-Bazo et al.
(1999), Arbia and Paelinck (2003) or Azomahou et al. (2011).
Interestingly, Fotopoulos (2012) speaks about issues of reducing disparities in
connection with entrepreneurial activity and notes that heightened entrepreneurial activity
contributes to growth process in the economics. The question of entrepreneurial support is a
widely discussed topic in relation to development of regions. The importance of
entrepreneurship is undisputable and underlined by multitude of authors from early on (see
e.g. Malecki, 1994; O'Farrell, 1986). The emphasis, however, lately shifts to specific category
of entrepreneurs that is the small and medium ones. These firms are perceived as a driving
force of every national economy and a source of an immense creative potential (Majková,
Solík, & Sipko, 2014; Ruda & Svobodová, 2014). Stel et al. (2005), Li et al. (2009), Bosma
and Schutjens (2007) all agree on the importance of small and medium entrepreneurs for the
growth characteristics of national economics. Sternberg (2012) agrees but raises an alarming
issue when stating that subsidies to firms may actually increase interregional disparities based
on irregular concentration of the disparities as well as the entrepreneurs. Similarly, Romero
and Fernández-Serrano (2014) express apprehension about creating an entrepreneurial culture
in which the entrepreneurs will limit their opportunities seeking behaviour to subsidies only.
This particular issue might be restricted by focusing more on recoverable subsidies (Arping,
Lóránth, & Morrison, 2010), an approach that will be inevitable as the available resources
become less and less.
The support of small and medium entrepreneurship does often occur on the national
level and lacks common attributes across the Union (Floyd & McManus, 2005). Its
effectiveness is a matter of discord among politicians and academics. As for the latter Segura
et al. (2004) regard subsidies awarded to the small and medium enterprises as ineffective,
Tokila et al. (2008) express the opinion that the effectiveness depends on individual
beneficiaries and on the example of Finnish firms find exceptions to deadweight loss. The
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Czech and Slovak firms were researched by Šipikal et al. (2011) who concluded 35% of them
to be deadweight loss.
While the effectiveness of subsidies may be in doubt, it is necessary to note that small
and medium enterprises face problems unlike the large firms. These pertain especially to the
availability of loans and other financial instruments (Beck & Demirguc-Kunt, 2006; Ferrando,
2012). A situation that intensified in connection with global economic crisis (Lee, Sameen, &
Cowling, 2015) and prevents the small and medium enterprises from investing in certain areas
such as development, research, or design of their products (Kramolis, Stankova, & Richtr, 2015;
Meuleman & De Maeseneire, 2012). The weakened ability of small and medium enterprises to
gain the access to the financial instruments was researched by many, among the issues
mentioned were absence of period reference and the inability to provide guarantee (De
Maeseneire & Claeys, 2012; North, Baldock, & Ekanem, 2010), the personal characteristics are
also of importance in this process (Irwin & Scott, 2010), as is the location of the applicant (Lee
& Drever, 2014), or the influence of and the matters of consultancy available to the small and
medium entrepreneurs in the area of financial instruments (Han & Benson, 2010) or tools to
enable their equal access to the public procurement (Jurčík, 2013). Evidence from the regions
researched in this paper is brought by Belas, Demjan, Habanik, Hudakova, & Sipko (2015).
As for the fields of support that is awarded to firms of all sizes there also are some
preferential areas among the many available venues. In accord with Europe 2020 strategy the
greater part of support is directed towards the fields of science, research, and innovation that
positively influence regional growth (Goel, Payne, & Ram, 2008; Howitt, 1999). At the same
time these are the areas that predominantly cause the innovative small and medium
enterprises complications in terms of finance accessibility (Hall, 2002). Support of these
particular fields is also troubled by the notion of possible crowding out effect where the
private funds are feared to be crowded out by the public (Wallsten, 2000). Empirical research
has failed so far in providing answer whether that is the case or not (David, Hall, & Toole,
2000) but there have been cases of positive influence of subsidizing stimulating further
private investments into the areas (Almus & Czarnitzki, 2003; Lach, 2002). Among other
priorities in subsidizing that are also of common use in both the Czech and the Slovak
republic belong activities aimed at preparation of new entrepreneurial areas, support to
introducing ICT and new technologies, investment into human resources, environmentally
sustainable means of produce, and many other activities which are funded from different
operational programmes applicable in the countries of interest.
2. Overview of operational programmes in the Czech and Slovak Republic
In the period 2007-2013 both the Czech and Slovak Republic outlined their intended
operational programmes in the National Strategic Reference Framework of each country.
There are some obvious similarities and some smaller differences between the concepts the
two countries elected to follow. The similarities mainly stem from the fact that both countries
at the time were comprised mostly of convergence regions with the exception of the
administrative units that included their capitals, a situation that prevailed into 2014-2020
period. Their thematic focus was also comparable with substantial amount of funding
favouring infrastructure projects in the transport and environmental fields (Bachtler, Ferry,
Mendez, & McMaster, 2007).
The Czech Republic was awarded total available sum of support that resulted in the
highest per capita amount among all the member states. Approximately € 2 525 was allocated
for the 7 year period per capita and € 25.88 bn in total for the Convergence objective
(Ministerstvo pro místní rozvoj, 2006). The architecture of the operational programmes within
the Convergence objective was following experience gained during the first membership
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period of 2004-2006 with changes that were not thematic rather administrative in terms of
increasing number of operational programmes from 5 objective 1 programmes to
15 Convergence objective programmes. The main part of the increase can be attributed to
breakup of the Joint Regional Operational Programme into 7 individual regional operational
programmes. Similarly, joint programme for infrastructure was separated into transport and
environment related programmes and human resources oriented programme from 2004- 2006
was divided into education and employment oriented schemes.
Slovakia was allocated € 10.91 bn in in the Convergence objective, which equals to €
2 026 per capita (Úrad vlády Slovenskej republiky, 2013). Slovakian administrative launched
four operational programmes in 2004-2006 period objective 1 which experienced analogous
development in 2007-2013 period when 10 programmes were available to beneficiaries in the
Convergence objective. The Slovak administration, too, split the infrastructure programme
into transport and environment part, human resources and entrepreneurship programmes were
treated similarly. The overview of operational programmes available in both countries is
depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. Overview of Convergence operational programmes in programming period 20072013
Czech Republic

Slovakia
Operational Programmes (OP), Convergence objective
OP Transport
OP Transportation
OP Environment
OP Environment
OP Research and Development for Innovation
OP Research and Development
OP Entrepreneurship and Innovation
OP Competitiveness and Economic Growth
OP Human Resources and Employment
OP Employment and Social Inclusion
OP Education for Competitiveness
OP Education
Integrated OP
OP Health Care
7 regional OPs
OP Informatisation of Society
OP Technical Assistance
Regional OP (1)
OP Technical Assistance

Source: Based on Ministerstvo pro místní rozvoj (2006) and Úrad vlády Slovenskej republiky
(2013)
The entrepreneurs, who are the focused upon beneficiaries of this paper, obtained
limited access to the range of programmes available. As per previous research (Smékalová,
2012; Smékalová, Hrabinová, & Habuda, 2014), the entrepreneurs mostly benefit from
funding provided by the Entrepreneurship and Innovation and Competitiveness and Economic
Growth programmes, respectively. In Slovakia they have been entirely excluded from
applying for funds from Regional Operational Programme, OP Transportation, and OP
Informatisation of Society (Úrad vlády Slovenskej republiky, 2013). In the Czech Republic
their restriction, while not quite as severe, still resulted in little activity in OP Transport or
Integrated Operational Programme (Ministerstvo pro místní rozvoj, 2006).
During applying for funding from the European Union Cohesion Policy the
entrepreneurs face known risks and obstacles such as increased administrative burden,
transparency issues when selecting projects, complicated application system, long deadlines
for administrative bodies which results in overall troublingly low level of structural funds
absorption. This phenomenon presents as serious a problem in the Czech Republic as it does
in Slovakia since both countries report alarming low absorption of funds available for 20072013 period (Michie & Granqvist, 2013). How then did the entrepreneurs succeed in applying
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for the projects in the two border regions of the interest? Are there any discernible differences
or similarities that might indicate a transfer of practices is advisable from one country to
another to help the border regions in supporting the lacking entrepreneurial environment? Are
the successful beneficiaries concentrated and if so where? Are the subsidies targeting
economically and socially lagging areas? This paper attempts to answer the aforementioned
questions in order to complement an incipient picture of management effectiveness of the
European structural funds in supporting the local entrepreneurs in Biele-Bíle Karpaty Region.
3. Methodology
In order to provide answer to some of the questions mentioned above, a complex
database of projects was necessary. As per European Union requirements each country is
obligated to release information pertaining to beneficiaries of European Union provided
subsidies. Such a database is maintained by the Centre for Regional Development of the
Czech Republic and by the Government Office of the Slovak Republic, respectively. The
published lists of beneficiaries as of March 2013 created basic database with information
about operational programme, project, beneficiary, budget, start date, and end date of the
project. The database was converted into a matrix for each state as illustrated in Table 2.
Information that originated in the respective lists of beneficiaries were later complemented by
other data which provided more insight into the subset of projects for analysis. Namely
project name and description, funding operational programme, beneficiaries’ name and
location, institutional sector, number of employees, and budgetary details were included in the
matrix from publicly accessible information sources as indicated in Table 2. The data were
then processed by means of descriptive statistics in order to acquire datasets for
administrative units on both sides of the border. These datasets included aggregate
information about projects implemented in each territory, especially the budgetary
information recalculated per capita in relation to the characteristics of the beneficiaries.
Table 2. Values present in the project matrixes
Attribute
Project name
Project description
Operational programme
Beneficiary name
Beneficiary location
Budgetary details
Institutional sector
Number of employees

Source of information
Czech Republic
List of beneficiaries
Project database of the Centre of
regional development of the Czech
Republic
List of beneficiaries
List of beneficiaries
Registry of economic subjects
List of beneficiaries
Registry of economic subjects
Registry of economic subjects

Slovakia
List of beneficiaries
Individual contract with
beneficiaries
List of beneficiaries
List of beneficiaries
Registry of economic subjects
List of beneficiaries
Registry of economic subjects
Registry of economic subjects

Source: Authors.
The final form of the matrix allowed the authors to isolate subset of data used for this
analysis that is a matrix of projects applied for solely by private entrepreneurs. As such any
beneficiaries from public sector were excluded, including the applicable firms where public
sector represented controlling ownership share as well as non-profit organizations. The
remaining subset of data was further analysed in its entirety thus giving information about
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The characteristics used for development index creation within this paper are
illustrated in Table 3. They strongly reflect the development policy adopted by Zlínský
Region in document titled Territory Development Programme of Zlínský Region 2013-2016
and the method used to delimited problem areas within this document (Zahradník et al.,
2012). The authors obtained 6 different regional characteristics for each of the evaluated
administrative units. They are illustrated in Table 3 and were provided by respective national
statistics offices. As the data have different units of measurement, a standardization to
dimensionless numbers was required. The frequently used method of standardization to z
scores was used. The z scores were obtained by subtracting mean from every value and then
dividing the result by standard deviation. The resulting values (as shown in Tables 4 and 5 for
each region) were then added up in cases of positive influence on socio-economic situation or
deducted in case of a negative influence. As indicated in Table 3, negative influence on socioeconomic standing was identified in having higher proportion of people over 65 years of age
to young people up until 14 years of age, also the higher registered unemployment and higher
number of applicants per job were deemed to be negative factors in this context. The z scores
were determined for each country separately and the index values are meant to determine the
most lagging regions inside respective higher level administrative units.
Table 3. Characteristics used in the creation of the development index
Characteristic
Dwellings completed
Ageing index
Registered unemployment
Number of job applicants per 1 vacancy
Number of businesses
Total increase/decrease in population

Year(s)
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2004 - 2007

Units
Number of dwellings
%
%
Persons
Number of businesses
Persons

Influence
Positive
Negative
Negative
Negative
Positive
Positive

Source: Authors based on Zahradník, Grebeníček, Hájek, Jedlička, & Novosák (2012).
4. Results
4.1. Socioeconomic standing of regions
The socioeconomic standing of the regions is described in Tables 4 and 5 where the z
scores and total development indexes for all regions are depicted. Within Zlínský Region the
least advanced regions are represented by Vsetín and Valašské Meziříčí MESPs. Vsetín was
weighed down especially by serious issues concerning human resources, their employment
and settlement within region as evidenced by its worst position in both the registered
unemployment and the number of job applicants per one vacancy. On the other side of the
border the Partizánske and Myjava districts were evaluated as the worst when using the same
indicators. The Partizánske district had serious deficiencies in practically all the
characteristics with the exception of total decrease in its population. Similarly, the Myjava
district showed weak positions with the exceptions of the number of job applicants per one
vacancy and registered unemployment.
On the other side of the spectrum Trenčín, in which the capital of Trenčiansky Region
is located, was evaluated by far as the leading district when achieving the best position in the
number of completed dwellings, the lowest registered unemployment, highest number of
businesses and highest total increase in population. The most glaring relative weakness is the
ageing index. Comparatively, Zlín MESP, the municipality with the extended scope of power
where the regional capital of Zlínský Region is located, did not achieve the best cumulative
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index on the Czech side of the border. While being the most advanced in terms of registered
unemployment or the number of businesses the region faced also the worst value of ageing
index as well as of the total decrease in population. It was therefore surpassed by two regions
in close spatial proximity, that is Vizovice and Otrokovice MESPs. The most advanced MESP
in cumulative calculation was Uherské Hradiště leading in total increase of population,
completed dwelling and having second most numerous business base within its borders.
Table 4. Characteristics of the municipalities with extended scope of powers in Zlínský
Region
Municipality
with
extended
scope of
powers

Vsetín
Valašské
Klobouky
Kroměříž
Bystřice pod
Hostýnem
Rožnov pod
Radhoštěm
Luhačovice
Uherský
Brod
Holešov
Valašské
Meziříčí
Zlín
Otrokovice
Vizovice
Uherské
Hradiště

Total
Number of
Number
increase/
job applicants
of
decrease in
per 1 vacancy businesses
population

Dwellings
completed

Ageing
index

Registered
unemploy
ment

0,03

-0,66

1,12

z scores
1,55

0,50

-0,73

-1,35

1,61

-0,53

0,26

0,43

0,96

-1,00

0,77

-0,40

Dev.
index
value

Dev.
index
ranking

-1,48

-2,95

13.

-0,71

-0,68

-1,85

12.

1,51

0,55

0,28

-1,81

11.

0,25

-1,06

-0,94

0,47

-1,43

10.

0,13

1,07

0,00

-0,32

0,65

-1,25

9.

-0,64

0,69

-0,67

-1,05

-0,76

-0,48

-0,85

8.

0,09

0,25

-0,23

0,17

0,11

-0,70

-0,69

7.

-0,72

0,25

-0,07

-0,90

-0,83

0,51

-0,32

6.

-0,37

-0,85

0,47

0,08

-0,19

0,38

0,11

5.

1,08
-0,08
-0,32

2,00
-0,23
-1,84

-1,43
-0,99
-1,26

0,98
-0,59
-1,24

2,52
-0,40
-0,77

-1,51
-0,52
1,15

0,54
0,81
4,40

4.
3.
2.

2,81

0,42

-0,83

1,07

1,24

1,91

5,29

1.

Source: Authors’ calculations, based on data obtained from the Public Database of the Czech
Statistical Office.
Table 5. Characteristics of the districts in Trenčiansky Region

District

Registered Number of Number
Dwellings Ageing
unemploy job applicants
of
completed index
ment
per 1 vacancy businesses

Total
increase/ Dev.
decrease in index
population value

Dev.
index
ranking

z scores
1
Partizánske
Myjava
Prievidza
Bánovce nad
Bebravou
Nové Mesto
nad Váhom

2
-0,78
-0,98
0,73

3
0,56
1,68
-0,17

4
1,53
-0,24
1,22

5
0,16
-0,85
2,52

6
-0,72
-0,97
0,88

7
-0,14
-0,73
0,19

8
-3,88
-3,28
-1,77

9
9.
8.
7.

-0,66

-0,78

0,34

-0,47

-0,87

-0,47

-1,10

6.

0,02

1,05

-0,38

-0,23

0,19

-0,58

-0,82

5.
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1
Považská
Bystrica
Ilava
Púchov
Trenčín

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

-0,22

-1,18

0,55

0,12

0,05

-0,76

-0,43

4.

-0,40
0,02
2,29

-0,52
-1,12
0,46

-1,14
-0,42
-1,44

-0,54
-0,57
-0,14

0,00
-0,68
2,12

-0,36
0,41
2,44

1,44
1,85
7,98

3.
2.
1.

Source: Authors’ calculations, based on data obtained from the DataCube of the Statistical
Office of the Slovak Republic.
4.2. Cohesion Policy support to the entrepreneurs in the researched regions
There were 1 357 projects implemented in the Zlínský Region from the beginning of
the programming period until March 2013 with total budget exceeding € 694 mil. The
European Union funding amounted to € 282 mil. complemented by € 365 mil. provided by the
entrepreneurs themselves. The relatively minor investments of the national public budgets
approached € 47 mil. Majority of the European investments originated from the Enterprise
and Innovation Operational Programme (80%), with smaller amounts from the sum of
regional operational programmes (8%) and the Human Resources and Employment
Operational Programme (6%). One Euro allocated from the European funds (European Fund
for Regional Development, European Social Fund and the Cohesion Fund) induced
investment of additional € 1.29 from private and € 0.17 from national public resources.
The most common projects in the Zlínský Region were aimed at improvement of the
infrastructure the entrepreneurs themselves use, that is acquiring, modernising, and improving
the buildings and entire industrial areas. Slightly smaller amount was invested into
procurement of new technologies. Minor resources were spent on the human resources
development and the smallest share of the European funding kept the entrepreneurs supplied
with necessary services in counselling, IT or marketing.
As for the support targeting the sector of small and medium entrepreneurship, the
aggregated European support was aimed especially at medium (42%) and small (26%)
enterprises. The pattern of awarding the highest funding to the small and especially medium
enterprises repeats in the majority of the regions (7 out of 13). The deviation from this pattern
includes prevalent support to small enterprises (Holešov and Vsetín MESPs) and prevalent
support to large enterprises (Uherský Brod and Rožnov pod Radhoštěm MESPs). The latter
are specific by existence of a large and prominent enterprising entity that applied for majority
of European funds (see Fig. 2).
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nd the Czecch Statisticcal Office, basemap
b
ArcČR 500 databaase version 3.1 by ARC
RCDATA PR
RAHA, Thee Czech Offfice for Su
urveying,
Mappinng and Cadaastre, and the Czech Staatistical Offfice.
IIn Trenčiannsky Regio
on the projjects were less numerous, theree were merrely 164
projectss funded in the period
d of interestt with total budget of € 220 mil. Out of this total €
105 mill. were privvate investm
ments, € 90 m
mil. Europeean Union funding andd € 17 mil. national
public ffunding. Am
mong the fu
unding proggrammes thee Competitiiveness andd Economic Growth
was the most prom
minent (46%
%), followedd by Environ
nment (23%
%), Researchh and Deveelopment
Operatioonal Prograamme (13%
%) and Em
mployment and Sociall Inclusion (12%). On
ne Euro
suppliedd by the Euuropean Un
nion raised € 1.07 from
m private fu
unds and € 0.17 from national
public rresources.
Region weere mostly invested
T
Thematicallly the Euro
opean fundss spent in Trenčiansky
T
into infrrastructure related
r
projects and acttivities conn
nected with
h acquiring nnew technologies in
order too advance thheir competitiveness. S
Significant amount
a
of to
otal Europeean funding targeted
also thee improvement of humaan resourcees. Very smaall amount was supplieed into the sector
s
of
servicess for the entrepreneur
e
rs and onlyy into projjects conneected with expansion to new
marketss.
T
The overalll support to the entreprreneurs acco
ording to th
heir size waas tilted in favour
f
of
the miccro entrepreeneurs who
o received 41% of to
otal European fundingg, the secon
nd most
promineent size cateegory was the
t medium
m enterprisess that were awarded 300% of fund
ding. The
support for small and
a medium
m enterprisees is illustraated in Fig. 3 and difffered in its patterns
significaantly amonng the districts. There w
were districcts where th
he support ttargeted maainly the
microennterprises annd the aggrregated amoount of supp
port share decreased
d
foor larger en
nterprises
(Trenčínn, Považskáá Bystrica, partly Myjjava). Anotther pattern
n was charaacteristic by
y having
complettely opposite trend, meaning
m
the support taargeted mosstly the largge enterprisses. This
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was thee situation observed
o
in
n Prievidza,, Nové Mesto nad Vááhom, Ilavaa, and Báno
ovce nad
Bebravoou districts. The leastt observed pattern waas characterrized by lar
arge share of
o funds
awardedd to microeenterprises and
a medium
m enterprisees as observ
ved in Partiizánske and
d Púchov
districtss.

o the Euro
opean alloccation among the diff
fferent size enterprisess in the
Figure 3. Share of
Slovakian districts
b
on Lisst of Benefiiciaries, the Statistical Office of thhe Slovak Republic,
R
Source: Authors, based
basemapp Geodesy, Cartograph
hy and Cadaastre Authorrity of Slov
vak Republicc.
IIn comparisson the two
o regions diiffer significantly in so
ome respectts. Total am
mount of
Europeaan funds suupport is much
m
largerr in Zlínsk
ký Region. Similarly, the per in
nhabitant
support the local entrepreneu
e
urs applied for is almo
ost three tim
mes larger in Zlínský
ý Region
(478 € pper inhabitaant) than in
n Trenčianskky Region (164 € per inhabitant)). When co
omparing
the them
matic struccture of thee funding sspent (see Fig. 4), the emphasiss on infrastructural
projectss and acquiring of new
w technologgies is pron
nounced in both Zlínskký and Tren
nčiansky
Region.. The differeence lies mainly in sm
maller investtments into human resoources on th
he Czech
side andd diminished share of entrepreneur
e
rial servicess in Slovakiia.
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Figure 44. Europeann funding acccording to thematic allocation
Source: Authors, based on the lists of benneficiaries.
A
Another asppect which describes thhe successfu
ulness of the structurall funds man
nagement
in bothh countries is the targ
geting of thhe economiically and socially laggging areass. When
respectiing the prem
mise that thee most disaadvantaged regions
r
sho
ould receivee the largestt amount
of suppoort the resullts obtained
d are somew
what ambigu
uous.
F
Figure 5 presents
p
thee previouslyy mentioneed and calcculated devvelopment index
i
in
contrastt to MESP and districtts grouped aaccording to
o the per caapita supporrt the entrep
preneurs
receivedd from the European Union funnds. When looking at the picturee it is imm
mediately
visible tthat the higghest support at the Sloovakian sid
de of the bo
order is mosstly concen
ntrated in
the welll-off districcts while the situation in the Zlín
nský Region
n in the Czeech Republlic is not
quite ass obvious.
W
When lookiing at the reesults in greeater detail, ranking thee administraative units from the
point off view of thhe support received andd the develo
opment indeex value thee situation becomes
b
still cleearer. At booth sides of
o the bordder there arre groups of
o administtrative unitts where
entrepreeneurs weree, more or leess, supportted in accorrd with the calculated ddevelopmen
nt index.
Meaninng the moree developed
d territories with high index valu
ues receivedd relatively
y smaller
support per inhabitant. In Zlínský
Z
Reggion they were
w
relativ
vely numerrous (7 outt of 13)
includinng the Uherské Hradišttě, Valašskéé Meziříčí, Zlín,
Z
Uhersk
ký Brod, Hoolešov, Luh
hačovice,
and Rožžnov pod Radhoštěm
R
MESPs.
M
Thee second larrgest group comprised of the Bysttřice pod
Hostýneem, Valašsské Klobou
uky, and V
Vsetín MES
SPs was ch
haracterizedd by comb
bining a
severelyy lagging teerritory with
h relatively small amou
unt of receiv
ved supportt. On the oth
her hand
of the sppectrum weere Otrokov
vice and Luhhačovice MESPs
M
which
h were relattively advan
nced and
still the local entreppreneurs recceived subsstantive Uniion funding..
T
The Trenčiansky Regiion in compparison to Zlínský
Z
had
d only two districts where
w
the
support followed their
t
relativ
ve developm
ment index – Považskáá Bystrica aand borderlline also
Nové M
Mesto nad Váhom. Relatively
R
m
more numerrous were the groupss where am
mount of
support received by
b the locaal entreprenneurs did not
n follow the abovem
mentioned logic of
P
support. The relattively moree lagging ddistricts off Bánovce nad Bebraavou and Prievidza
receivedd very sm
mall per caapita suppoort. The most
m
lagging
g districts, according
g to the
developpment indexx calculated
d earlier, M
Myjava and
d Partizánsk
ke, receivedd medium strength
support. The moree numerous group of tthree advan
nced districtts that alsoo received generous
g
support was represented by Trrenčín, Púchhov, and Ilaava districts.
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T
These resullts indicatee a marginaally more successful
s
managemen
m
nt of the European
E
projectss by the auuthorities in
n the Zlíns ký Region where the interventioon logic was
w more
closely followed thhan in Tren
nčiansky R
Region. How
wever, theree is no stattistically sig
gnificant
correlattion betweenn the amoun
nt of per cap
apita supporrt the admin
nistrative unnits received
d and the
value off their devellopment ind
dex on eitheer side of the border.

Figure 5. Developpment index values aand European support per inhabbitant in ressearched
regions
Source: Authors baased in the lists of benneficiaries, the
t Czech Statistical
S
O
Office, the Statistical
Office oof the Slovvak Republiic, basemapps Geodesy, Cartograp
phy and Cad
adastre Auth
hority of
Slovak Republic, ArcČR
A
500 database veersion 3.1 by
y ARCDAT
TA PRAHA
A, The Czecch Office
for Survveying, Mappping and Cadastre,
C
annd the Czech
h Statistical Office.
Conclusion
T
This paper focuses on
n the managgement of the structurral funds inn border regions of
Czech Republic and
a
Slovak
kia, Zlínskký and Treenčiansky Regions reespectively,, in the
program
mming periood 2007-20
013. The maain objectiv
ve is to evaaluate the ssuccess of targeting
t
local enntrepreneurss, especially
y accordingg to their loccation in rellatively lesss or more advanced
a
regions.. In order to distingu
uish amongg those the administraative units subordinatee to the
mentionned regions were apprraised in terrms of their advancem
ment and a development index
was calculated. Raanking of th
he regions aaccording to
o this index was then ccompared with
w their
ranking according to the per capita
c
amouunt of supp
port received
d by the enntrepreneurss in each
ntext the diifferences among them
m show that the manageement of
adminisstrative unitt. In this con
the struuctural funding and its targeting toowards the entrepreneu
urs in the laagging regiions was
relativelly more succcessful in the Czech Republic. There the intervention
i
n logic of awarding
a
lagging territories larger supp
port than reelatively mo
ore advanceed ones waas complied
d with in
majorityy of adminiistrative uniits. Interestiingly, in Slovakia the per capita ssupport in total
t
was
much sm
maller than in the Czech Republicc, which is caused by the total alllocation butt we can
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think in broader terms also of smaller likelihood of obtaining any funding the Slovak
entrepreneurs had compared to the Czech ones. In direct comparison among the regions there
are also thematic differences. Whereas in the Zlínský Region the thematic allocation of
European funding was more topically broad, in Slovakia there was larger emphasis given to
human resources, a prominent base for success of the region economic wise. As to the
question of successfully targeting certain size of entrepreneurs, the preference on both sides of
the borders was in accordance with the intervention logic supporting mainly smaller firms.
Other than that the approach was, however, different. In Zlínský Region the successful
applicants were to be found mostly among mid to larger sized enterprises while in the
Trenčiansky Region overwhelming preference was given to microenterprises.
Thus we can conclude that while both researched regions implemented cohesion
policy according to the same basic standards issued by the European Union the results vary
considerably. Zlínský Region was more on spot when targeting the less advanced
administrative units, while the Trenčiansky Region was more successful in targeting the
smaller size entrepreneurs. Both regions had relatively similar thematic division of the
received funds, if more human resources oriented at the Slovakian side. The major difference
stems from total available allocation to both countries which gave much smaller opportunities
to Slovakian entrepreneurs creating larger pressure on the most efficient usage.
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